
Provincial

Mission

fiberon® Horizon 
railing available in 

white, almond and 
jatoba (jatoba available 

in Mission only).

ClearVisionSystem™ is a well designed ‘baluster-free’ rail 
system that meets all standard building codes and is strong 
enough to withstand hurricane force winds. The ultra hard 
Acrylic Panel is impact resistant and is much stronger than 
tempered glass. 

ClearVisionSystem™ Panels come in both clear and bronze 
tint. Choose the clear panel for an unobstructed view. If you 
prefer a slightly less transparent panel or want to cut the late 
afternoon sun on a westward exposure, choose the bronze 
tinted panel.

fiberon® RAILING IS THE 
PROFESSIONAL’S CHOICE.

ELEGANT ARCHITECTURE

Who says modern materials can’t be designed with style? 
fiberon® Horizon railing systems have smooth subtle 
contours that complement any décor. Offered in multiple 
colors, styles, and infill options.

HEAVY, THICK, STRONG MATERIALS

fiberon® Horizon composite railing systems are built with 
heavy duty materials to provide you with the stability you 
need around your deck, porch or balcony. It’s so strong that 
it doesn’t require additional reinforcement that can rattle 
or rust inside the railing. fiberon® Horizon is solid, heavy, 
strong and warranted for 20 years.

“PAINTED WOOD” LOOK WITHOUT THE HASSLES

Have you ever painted a railing? You’ll never have that 
frustration again with fiberon® Horizon. The smooth, 
durable finish cleans with a simple wipe of soap and water 
maintaining its “just new” beauty for years to come.

SPLINTER FREE

fiberon® Horizon is absolutely splinter free. Unlike other 
railing systems, fiberon® Horizon’s tough composite 
material won’t split, crack or splinter. Grab the rail with 
confidence and slide your hands along its silky contours, it’s 
fiberon® Horizon.

www.horizonrail.com

Composite building products are made with reclaimed wood flour and a sophisticated blend of plastic resins. There are good 
composites and some not-so-good composites. The quality of any composite building product depends on the type of raw 
materials and formulation of the final product.

Some composite products use PE (Polyethylene) resins for their formulations. But fiberon® Horizon railing systems use a blend 
of PVC (Polyvinyl Chloride) and premium wood flour to create a thick sturdy substructure. PVC is a durable plastic material that 
has been used for decades in other building products like siding and windows.
 
The thick walls of fiberon® Horizon railings are protected 
with a substantial layer of PVC capstock. This layer protects 
the railing from the harsh effects of the weather and 
provides you with  a low maintenance surface that is easy 
to clean. fiberon® Horizon uses  only virgin PVC material 
for this capstock. Virgin materials are plastics that are used  
for the very first time. Since plastics have a “memory” 
(i.e. they tend to resort to former shapes when recycled) 
it is important to use virgin materials to provide the best 
possible structural and aesthetic stability. 

High quality raw materials make for the finest composite 
railing systems. By blending these quality materials together 
in our manufacturing process we turn the ordinary into the 
extraordinary. fiberon® Horizon.



fiberon® Home Select decking is designed for 
budget sensitive deck buyers who want all the 
features of a premium composite without the 
premium price.  fiberon® Home Select is a low 
maintenance composite board with the beautiful 
deep wood grain aesthetics and long lasting 
durability expected from a fiberon® deck board

Made from premium quality wood products 
and precisely formulated plastic resins, fiberon® 
Professional decking is an environmentally 
friendly product created to look and perform like 
real wood that won’t succumb to the effects of the 
outdoors.  Backed by a 20-year limited warranty, 
fiberon® Professional decking gives you years of 
worry-free enjoyment while creating a tasteful and 
elegant outdoor space for relaxing, entertaining 
and family gatherings.

Combine all of the durability and performance 
features into a matching railing system, and you 
have fiberon® Professional railing.  Designed 
and built to match the traditional styling of wood 
railing, fiberon® Professional railing is color 
matched to fiberon® Professional decking. 
Available in Cedar, Redwood, Brown and Gray.

This one-of-a-kind composite deck combines the 
beauty of nature with the endurance of man-
made composites.  The look is natural, unique, 
multi-colored, and varied like expensive, hard to 
find tropical hardwoods.  But fiberon® Tropics 
won’t go gray like hardwoods and doesn’t need 
semi-annual sealing, staining and oiling.  The 
beauty of tropical hardwoods with the durability of 
composites...  that’s fiberon® Tropics.

fiberon®  MAKES A GOOD
COMPOSITE DECK 

Composite building products are made with reclaimed 
wood flour and a sophisticated blend of plastic resins.  
There are good composites and some not-so-good 
composites.  The quality of any composite building 
product depends on the characteristics of the raw 
materials used in manufacturing. 
 
Many manufacturers use mixed density (LLDPE, LDE and 
MDPE) resins.  These plastics are typically used in less 
structural types of products like bags and wrappers.  
fiberon® uses High Density Polyethylene (HDPE).  HDPE 
resins are typically found in more rigid products like 
drinking cups and food packaging.  The use of HDPE 
results in a decking board that is stiffer, more durable and 
much harder than other decks made with inferior grades 
of plastic.

fiberon® wood flour consists of premium maple 
products.  Maple contains less tannin than oak and other 
hardwoods typically used by composite manufacturers.  
Composite decks that use wood products high in tannin 
are more likely to develop unsightly stains.  fiberon® 
Professional composites contain less tannins and keeps 
your deck looking great year after year. 

Premium maple wood products and top quality HDPE 
resins combine to build one of the best, most enduring 
deck boards on the market today.  When it comes to 
strength, beauty and durability, few can match fiberon® 
performance and lasting quality.

www.fiberondecking.com
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3 easy steps:


